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“The biggest thing for me is that riding a
bike is something they can do for the rest
of their lives. I call them life-long leisure
activities. Riding a bike is fun, it has a
social aspect to it, and it is something that
a lot of my students don’t get really get
exposed to or have the opportunity to
experience”
-Marcus Dalton
P.E. Teacher,
Nora Elementary

A Message From Our CEO...
New programs. An acquisition. The Depot being completed. Additional staff. More youth served.
What an incredible year.
We started 2019 without a home, working out of the Kids Building Bikes trailer parked in the
garage that would become The Depot. We spent the entirety of the first quarter of this year
working during chaos when the buildout of our new office was delayed. We learned that you could
put 8 people into a 48-foot long trailer, and we learned that 8 people in that small of a space
gets…cozy. We are lucky we are all friends both before and after that part of this adventure.
As we moved into the completed office in late April, we also saw a lot of other changes
happening within the organization. We brought in a new Kids Building Bikes Director who has
brought the program from a beta to our hottest program of 2019. I am appreciative of the
response to the Building Bikes program, especially in the second half of this year as it began to
highlight what high demand there would be for it as we go into 2020 and beyond.
We acquired ActiveIndy Tours in an arrangement that allows for additional diversification of
revenue for years to come. We saw the ExploreIndy program that we had started alongside
Active Indy Tours before the acquisition grow in demand and engage with new partners.
Our flagship Kids Riding Bikes program served more than 57,895 youth in 2019. This program
continues to be our most visible product line and what allows us to interface with schools across
Indiana. The demand continues to be much larger than what we can serve, and we continue to
work with both corporate and philanthropic funders to create new opportunities for additional
schools and districts to receive this programming.
Our Experiential Learning and STEM curriculum beta has continued to evolve with additional
successes in testing the modules we have created. We anticipate expanding that program beta in
the first half of 2020 and working to bring it to a formal program offering for the return of school in
August of 2020.
This year continued to define the path of Nine13sports for the future in a positive way. When I
chose to locate The Depot Headquarters in the near northwest side neighborhood at 29th and
the Canal, I viewed it as an opportunity to be part of a neighborhood that would allow us to
engage with them to find new ways to serve our community. The embrace of the community has
already shaped our strategic path forward for the coming years and will allow us to create even
more program offerings to help serve Indianapolis in a positive way.
Our staff are who make our mission possible. They appreciate and embrace the privilege of being
able to serve schools, impact students, and deliver opportunities across Central Indiana.
I continue to remain humbled, in awe, and appreciative of the support that our corporate,
philanthropic, and individuals show for Nine13sports. We truly could not do this without every one
of you. I steadfastly believe that not only do each of us at Nine13sports represent our mission, we
represent the entirety of the spirit and passion that makes Indianapolis and Central Indiana the
heartbeat of the Midwest, and the best city to call home.

2019 By the Numbers...

30,562

3,171

Number of miles ridden in P.E. classes. That is
the equivalent of driving from New York to LA
and back...5 times.

105

Number of hours spent on school
programming sites. In that amount of time the
entire Apollo 11 Moon Landing Mission could
have happened from launch to landing…16
times.

447

Number of bikes earned. That is more than the
number of bike riders in the entire starting field
of the 1977 Tour de France.
Number of miles ridden around the city by
participants in our ExporeIndy program. That
is roughly the same distance as riding the
entire 465 loop almost 9 times!

Partnership Investment Growth
in 2019...

Revenue Growth Measured in Dollars
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Kids Riding Bikes
in 2018...

Kids Riding Bikes
in 2019...

434

School Activations

453

105

School Sites

131

Community Events

62

59
49,044
9,304

Individual Youth Served

Event Participants

57,895
9,573

Kids Building Bikes in 2019...
Number
of Kids Served:

105

Number of
Programming
Sites:

9

Programming
Hours:

154

ExploreIndy in 2019...

Total number
of Rides:

Miles
Ridden:

54

447

Number of
Storytelling stops:

Riders into
the Canal:

367

0

Engaging With Our Audience...
8% increase in
page likes

7,900 avg. monthly
reach

7,500 minutes spent watching
Nine13sports native video content

2,402 followers

%

15% follower
increase

35,000 impressions
per month

3.01% vs. 0.7% industry avg.

34,500 impressions
per month
68 avg. daily story views

Thank You To Our Partners...
Foundation Partners

Civic & Community Partners

Equipment Partners

Corporate Partners

Nine13sports 2020 Outlook...
This time of year always has me looking in two opposite directions. First, I am looking back at
where we have been. The path that has gotten this organization to this moment in time. And
simultaneously, where we are going to be this time next year, and the path that will take us
there.
Our outlook for 2020 focuses on not only continuing to serve the community with our Kids
Riding Bikes, Kids Building Bikes, and ExploreIndy offerings, but to expand our Experiential
Learning/STEM curriculum from a small beta to a full fledged program that is delivered on an
ongoing basis in the same capacity as our existing programs on an ongoing basis.
One of the biggest areas of focus on 2020 is our expansion of The Depot and our capacity for
programs within it. When we designed this space in 2018, we focused on it being an office
space and storage facility for our staff, vehicles, and equipment. We designed it with the
concept of being able to expand its footprint and have an education and community space
that would allow us to develop additional Building Bikes programs within our physical space
and create new opportunities for the neighborhood and immediate community that surrounds
us. While I did not anticipate any expansion of our space happening for a few years, the
opportunity has presented itself and we will begin this process in the first half of 2020.
The Building Bikes Lab will be a 4,000 square foot space that has room for 12 students to
experience several programs focusing on workforce development, mechanical skills, and peer
to peer learning opportunities. This space will house a small machine shop, opportunities to
bring in guest programs that teach skills related to welding and other skilled trades, and a
community facing space that will create opportunities for collaborative approaches across
different groups.
We are undertaking this project at this time for two reasons; first and foremost the demand is
there as we know our Kids Building Bikes mobile program will be at full capacity for 2020. The
second being that we understand the opportunity presented in the physical space we have
built and have listened to the community feedback that is hungry for programs such as this.
This investment into the community will create new ways to educate, mentor, and engage with
our fellow Hoosiers of all backgrounds and life experiences.
In 2020, we will for the first time in our organization’s history be able to welcome kids and the
surrounding community into our home base to collaborate, engage, and enrich the
neighborhood and city we are so proud to call home. We will also continue to take all our
programs to the kids all across central Indiana, and I look forward to continuing to refine all
the ways these programs can positively impact Indiana.

